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Abstract: This article addresses the question ‘what considerations should be taken by cyber commands when designing attack infrastructure for offensive operations?’ Nation-states are investing in equipping units tasked to conduct offensive cyberspace operations. Generating ‘deny, degrade, disrupt, destroy or deceive’ effects on adversary targets requires to move from own (‘green’), through neutral (‘grey’), to adversary (‘red’) cyberspace. The movement is supported by attack infrastructure for offensive cyberspace operations. The cases of WannaCry has demonstrated the impact uncontrolled weaponized code can have on civilian infrastructure (Chen and Bridges, 2017; Kao and Hsiao, 2018; Mohurle and Patil, 2017). The cases of Operation Cloud Hopper (Bird, 2015; Galinkin et al., n.d.; Vincent, 2019) and Operation Glowing Symphony (Iftimie, 2019; Jacobsen, 2019) have demonstrated the impact of controlled weaponized codes and required infrastructures to support these operations. Probing scientific databases reveals 15 articles on the topic. Probing red team literature also reveals numerous thoughts and ideas on attack infrastructure. Based on this review of literature, this study seeks to answer the following research question: what considerations should be taken by cyber commands when designing attack infrastructure for offensive cyberspace operations?

The main contributions are summarized as follows:
1. attack infrastructure is described by conducting a review of the scientific and professional literature;
2. based on 1), concepts are developed and defined;
3. then, the considerations for designing attack infrastructure are explained and described;
4. finally, the design considerations for attack infrastructure are provided, followed by operational security and ethical considerations, and policy recommendations.

This study begins with a review of the professional and scientific literature identifying the requirements for designing an attack infrastructure. This results in a conceptual framework presented in Table 1. The research approach for this research is described in Section 3, and the attack infrastructure considerations are presented in Section 4. Section 5 develops theory for attack infrastructure. Sections 6 and 7 discuss Cybersecurity and...
2. The attack Infrastructure from practitioner and scientific points of view

Attack infrastructure is a requirement for conducting offensive cyberspace operations. Offensive cyberspace operations are defined as "a sequence of planned actions executed by an organized group of people with a defined purpose in and through hardware and software which are used to create, process, store, retrieve and disseminate information in different types of interconnected networks that build a large, global network, built and used by people" (Huskaj & Wilson, 2020). Offensive methods include, but are not limited to, obfuscation, redirection, and social engineering. The organized group of people requires infrastructure which enables the commands to reach the intended target(s). The design requirements for the attack infrastructure consist of segregation of duty, i.e. segregate Homebase or the forward operating base (FOB) from the C&C-server, phishing and payload servers.

The requirements for attack infrastructure consist of, domains, redirectors, servers for command & control (C2), phishing and payload delivery (Dimmock & Borosh, 2018). The domain should blend with the targets “baseline web traffic or fit with the social engineering campaign” (Dimmock, 2017). Redirectors are used to obfuscate and protect the Homebase or FOB from response actions. Two types of C2-servers exist: one for C2-actions on the target, and one to ensure permanence. The C2-server for permanence should never be used for actions on the target due to the risk of losing permanence (Mudge, 2014). They can also be used to redirect a target to the web site holding the payload (Dimmock, 2017). Social engineering and phishing attacks are used for payload delivery to the target (Dimmock & Borosh, 2018). Communication between the organized group, their C2-server to their other assets is always encrypted (Dimmock & Borosh, 2018; Feroze, 2018). These insights are supported by scientific research as depicted in Table 1.

Table 1: Summary of the required infrastructure, tools, techniques and procedures for offensive operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abuse legitimate services</td>
<td>Creating malicious domain names</td>
<td>(Chiba D., Akiyama M., Yagi T., Yagi T., Mori T., Goto S., 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backdoors</td>
<td>Malware that opens ports and calls the C&amp;C, enabling an attacker to take actions in the target system</td>
<td>(Hrad O., Kemppainen S., 2016; Leontiadis N., Moore T., Christin N., 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brute-forcing</td>
<td>To gain access into a system</td>
<td>(Hrad O., Kemppainen S., 2016; Liu D., Li Z., Du K., Wang H., Liu B., Duan H., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer overflow</td>
<td>Enables putting more data in memory causing execution of code</td>
<td>(Mimura M., Tanaka H., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C&amp;C</td>
<td>Send commands to the target</td>
<td>(Chiba D., Akiyama M., Yagi T., Yagi T., Mori T., Goto S., 2018; Hrad O., Kemppainen S., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content delivery network (CDN)</td>
<td>Use them to deliver malware</td>
<td>(Chiba D., Akiyama M., Yagi T., Yagi T., Mori T., Goto S., 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyber sanctions</td>
<td>The actual or threatened restriction of digital transactions to affect a behavioral change by the target through the introduction of psychological pressure against its political leaders and populace</td>
<td>(Iftimie I., 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directory traversal</td>
<td>Enables access to restricted directories in a web-server</td>
<td>(Mimura M., Tanaka H., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept</td>
<td>Definition</td>
<td>Author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DNS misconfiguration, reliable, malicious resolver</strong></td>
<td>DNS are reliable infrastructure to use for beacon-sending and C&amp;C</td>
<td>(Alrwais S.A., Dunn C.W., Gupta M., Gerber A., Spatscheck O., Osterweil E., 2012; Chiba D., Akiyama M., Yagi T., Yagi T., Mori T., Goto S., 2018; Karami M., Park Y., McCoy D., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Example infrastructure</strong></td>
<td>Brute force into a target, pass info to C&amp;C, which then downloads additional software</td>
<td>(Hrad O., Kemppainen S., 2016; Mezzour G., Carley K.M., Carley L.R., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fake applications</strong></td>
<td>Deceiving the user to install it, and once installed, asks user to pay premium, or ransomware</td>
<td>(Mezzour G., Carley K.M., Carley L.R., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HTTP</strong></td>
<td>A protocol to distribute exploits or malware and for C&amp;C</td>
<td>(Chiba D., Akiyama M., Yagi T., Yagi T., Mori T., Goto S., 2018; Mimura M., Tanaka H., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Information systems - malicious that launch attacks</strong></td>
<td>Own systems or hijacked systems used for further attacks</td>
<td>(Mezzour G., Carley K.M., Carley L.R., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Injection</strong></td>
<td>Injecting scripts into parent web-documents</td>
<td>(Alrwais S.A., Dunn C.W., Gupta M., Gerber A., Spatscheck O., Osterweil E., 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IP addresses, and malicious</strong></td>
<td>Many IP-addresses are required to conduct operations because some may be burned while conducting operations</td>
<td>(Alrwais S.A., Dunn C.W., Gupta M., Gerber A., Spatscheck O., Osterweil E., 2012; Lu L., Perdisci R., Lee W., 2011; Kim N., Lee S., Cho H., Kim B.-I., Jun M., 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internet Service Providers (ISPs)</strong></td>
<td>Get IP-addresses from many different ISPs to conduct attacks and for resilience</td>
<td>(Alrwais S.A., Dunn C.W., Gupta M., Gerber A., Spatscheck O., Osterweil E., 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MitM</strong></td>
<td>Man-in-the-middle attack to extract credentials used for future attacks</td>
<td>(Almeshekah M.H., Atallah M.J., Spafford E.H., 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Obfuscation</strong></td>
<td>Making it difficult for the target/defenders to identify the attackers motives</td>
<td>(Antonatos S., Akritidis P., Lam V.T., Anagnostakis K.G., 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Persistence</strong></td>
<td>Have presence on many different targets that enable access if some targets are identified and blocked by the defenders</td>
<td>(Leontiadis N., Moore T., Christin N., 2014; Lu L., Perdisci R., Lee W., 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phishing - Harvesting credentials</strong></td>
<td>Deceiving the user to download and run a file, or click on a link which enables access to a target</td>
<td>(Almeshekah M.H., Atallah M.J., Spafford E.H., 2015; Alrwais S.A., Dunn C.W., Gupta M., Gerber A., Spatscheck O., Osterweil E., 2012; Liu D., Li Z., Du K., Wang H., Liu B., Duan H., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Privilege escalation</strong></td>
<td>Using the privileges of newly gained access in a target for future actions</td>
<td>(Hrad O., Kemppainen S., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Re-registration</strong></td>
<td>Re-registering domain names to increase chance of success of attacks</td>
<td>(Chiba D., Akiyama M., Yagi T., Yagi T., Mori T., Goto S., 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reflection attack</strong></td>
<td>Using various protocols to conduct amplify attack traffic</td>
<td>(Karami M., Park Y., McCoy D., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rootkits</strong></td>
<td>Software hidden from the target, enables persistence</td>
<td>(Hrad O., Kemppainen S., 2016)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Research approach

Academic research on attack infrastructure for offensive operations is limited. The identified research is primarily focused on defensive measures by first noting attacker-tools, tactics, techniques and procedures (herein modus). Then, after the threat’s modus is described, the researchers discuss various defensive measures. The search for academic articles, used the string “attack infrastructure.” It was done in Elsevier’s Scopus® database, the ACM Digital Library, and IEEE Xplore®, resulting in 14, 22, and 8 document results respectively. Next, all of the documents were manually reviewed by GH. The requirements for an article to be within scope for inclusion were: it must discuss attack infrastructure, methods, tools, tactics, techniques and procedures. The exclusion criteria were articles beyond scope and doubles. Therefore, the final articles for review amounted to 15, which are also depicted in Table 1.

The same criteria applied when searching for professional documents on the topic. However, the search string used in a search engine (Google), was “red team attack infrastructure” without the apostrophes. The listed results were manually reviewed by GH, and snowballing began with Leibowitz & Timzen (2019). The included professional sites are: Kohlenberg (2018); Feroze (2018); Gimmick & Borosh (2018); Dimmock (2017); and Mudge (2014).

The results of the collected data were twofold: the research dataset is already mentioned above, while the “professional” dataset discussed design requirements on attack infrastructure, operational security, and behavior of red team operators when conducting offensive operations. These two perspectives are noted in section 2.

4. Components in Attack Infrastructure

The domain name system (DNS) is a critical part of attack infrastructure. It is a critical function of the Internet: it maps the IP-address of an information system to a name. Information systems are better at managing numbers while humans are better at managing names. For example, the IP-address 127.0.0.1, “assigned for use as the Internet host loopback address” (Cotton & Vega, 2010), is also known as “localhost”, i.e. this computer (Cheshire & Krochmal).

DNS is a distributed system of databases and “is based on a hierarchical database containing resource records (RRs) that include the name, IP address, and other information about hosts” (Stallings, 2006, p.777). The RRs are many, but those of primarily importance are the A and NS records. The A record maps the IP address to a system name, e.g.: 127.0.0.1 localhost. The NS record points to the authoritative name server for this
particular domain (Stallings, 2006). example[.]com is an example domain with the NS-record ns1.example[.]com. The A record is used to point domains to redirectors (more on redirectors below) and team servers (Mudge, 2014).

Therefore, using domains, domain-names, sub-domains to create new infrastructure that resembles well-known legitimate domains increases the success rate of attacks. In the ‘Operation Cloud Hopper’ case, attackers used domains such as mailserver[.]com, mailsserver[.]com, and mailvserver[.]com (PwC, 2017). These are domain names where a user may be tricked into believing are legitimate mail servers, but in fact are not. The second way to generate domains quickly are domain generation algorithms (DGA). A DGA is implemented in the weaponized code to constantly provide it with new domains on the fly for communications to the command and control server (Arntz, 2016; Scarfo, 2016). Examples include ughucsontf[.]com, myypqmvzkgnrf[.]com, ocufxskoiegqv[.]com (Scarfo, 2016). In the ‘Operation Cloud Hopper’ case, 1375 domain names were used in that operation (PwC & BAE Systems, 2017). This shows that it is recommended to have multiple domain names for operations.

4.1 Command and control servers (C2)
C2 servers ensure that communication flows between Homebase and the target. The complexity of the Internet, various protocols and services, makes it possible to utilize the same for C2. The first step however, is to establish a front domain. The front domain serves the purpose of being a legitimate channel enabling communications to/from the target, and to/from the C2-server. Using a legitimate domain makes it easier to blend in with other communications in the target’s infrastructure and reduces the likelihood of being spotted. Examples of legitimate domains are DropBox, and OneDrive (Sharma & Singh, 2018), or Google hosts, e.g. google[.]com, gmail[.]com, mail.google[.]com (Nahari, 2017). The target-type decides which front domain is used based on the collection phase on the target.

4.2 Redirectors
Redirectors are servers that, as the name implies, redirect communications from/to the target to/from the Homebase. Two versions exist: one for ongoing operations (known as short haul) and one for maintaining presence in the target (long haul). The Homebase can have one or several redirectors in front for operation security, by making it more difficult for the adversary to find Homebase and related infrastructure. The short haul servers are used to take actions on the target (Mudge, 2014; Sharma & Singh, 2018). The short haul servers are protected by one or more redirectors, and if a defender takes action, only the identified short haul server is destroyed. This enables conducting actions on the target through another redirector while simultaneously deploying a new redirector to take the place of the previously destroyed one. The long haul servers are used to ensure permanence in the target (Mudge, 2014; Sharma & Singh, 2018). The difference with the short haul servers is that long haul servers have longer callback timers to C2 indicating they’re alive. The pre-determined time (days, weeks, months, years) of the offensive operation determines the callback timer, which could be once every 24 hours, to more (Mudge, 2014).

4.3 Phishing and payload delivery
Deceiving the user to download and run a file, or click on a link which delivers the payload and enables access to a target’s information system is the purpose of phishing. Collection on the target decides which type of payload(s) should be chosen: “HTML Applications (HTAs), Embedded OLE objects in Office documents, Office macros, and Windows shortcut (LNK) files” (Dimmock, 2017). Two possible courses of action (COAs) exist: 1) based on collection, choose one or several of the payload types and deploy them from own owned servers, cloud providers, or hijacked servers; 2) based on collection, create a test-bed environment, conduct tests on that, and based on the results, adjust payload and payload delivery. Just as with other infrastructure, one or several redirectors should be put in front of the payload delivery server to protect it from defenders.

4.4 Encryption
Encryption should be a standard feature to ensure communications are not eavesdropped by a third party. OpenSSL with a custom generated certificate, or a legitimate one, or by impersonating another vendor, can be used to encrypt communications to/from the target (Sharma & Singh, 2018). Encryption is also needed to make it difficult for defenders to detect payloads by using payloads that offer encryption (Sharma & Singh, 2018).
4.5 Protection
C2 servers, stagers and payload deliverers are high-value infrastructure. Protecting them by deploying redirectors in front of them has already been mentioned. Additional actions to be taken include enabling firewall rules on these assets. The firewall rules should only allow the infrastructure under the organized group’s control the ability to connect to C2, stagers, redirectors and payload deliverers (Sharma & Singh, 2018).

5. Design Considerations: Framework Development
America’s International Technology Education Association defines design “as an iterative decision-making process that produces plans by which resources are converted into products or systems that meet human needs and wants or solve problems” (Banach and Ryan, 2009, p. 105). Within the context of an attack infrastructure for offensive cyberspace operations, design is a conceptual stage, which precedes the more concrete planning and building/execution stages of the attack infrastructure. Figure 1 gives an overview of the design considerations for attack infrastructure supporting offensive operations. This is supported by scientific literature and professional literature. The policy level tasking the organized group to conduct operations is not considered. It is assumed that the policy level have given the green light/”GO” to conduct offensive operations.

Figure 1: Simplified example of design considerations for attack infrastructure
The organized group begins by conducting intelligence collection on the target organization. Collection can target numerous open sources like social media, the organization’s website(s), and whois. Collection also determines what kind of operating system(s), web pages, services (e.g. OneDrive, DropBox, etc.), sensors (e.g. intrusion detection systems and anti-virus systems) the target is using. Many tools exist that can automate this stage. This information results in a list of assets which directs collection to vulnerability databases and exploit databases, directing offensive methods. Furthermore, applying machine learning algorithms on employees in the target organization enables generating near-perfect profiles. These profiles may then be used to generate spear-phishing e-mails, with attachments or links. The attachments or links will then redirect the target user to one or several payload sites. These sites are either hosted on cloud provider’s infrastructure, or in hijacked servers. One key requirement is encrypting the payload to avoid detection by various sensors in the target, such as intrusion detection systems and anti-virus systems.
Designing the infrastructure requires many domain names, either close to impersonation of legitimate ones, or hiding behind legitimate ones. To register domain names, scripts can be used to generate human readable domains like mailserver[,]com, mailisserver[,]com, and mailvserver[,]com. Another option is to employ a DGA to generate domains like uqhucsontf[,]com, myypqmvzkgnrf[,]com, and ocufxskoleggqv[,]com. The servers which the domain names point to are used as redirectors, long haul C2, short haul C2, and for staging attacks. Each of these high-value assets have a redirector in front of them with a firewall. The purpose is to make it harder for defenders to trace the operation. Finally, once the payload is delivered to the target, and activated, the stager is used to establish permanence by adding additional software which calls back to the long haul C2 every 24 hours or more; and software which calls back to the short haul C2. The operators will then use the short haul C2-server to conduct further actions. These actions can be to conduct more collection to learn the infrastructure, position additional software for long haul C2, but also create escalate privileges of existing users to avoid detection by creating new users.

6. Operational Security Considerations

Similarly to the concept of protection, which uses firewalls to conceal attack infrastructure, the primary operational security considerations are those of using hardware and software that insures security of the attack infrastructure as well as tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) that conceal the attack infrastructure’s design, functions, and attribution of users.

First, software and hardware used in the attack infrastructure must be secure. This means that when considering updates to the software and hardware of the attack infrastructure, a serious discussion should take place whether to implement the updates or not and weigh the risks about potential effects on the infrastructure, and ongoing offensive operations.

Secondly, the issue of attribution of attack infrastructure must be addressed. If any node (hardware or software) or TTP of the attack infrastructure can be attributed to it, this endangers not only the attack infrastructure, but also the success of offensive cyberspace operations and the safety of the military and/or civilian units conducting them. For this reason, operational security is of outmost significance for the design of attack infrastructure for offensive cyberspace operations. Lack of operational security during the design of attack infrastructure for offensive cyberspace operations has led in the past not only to attribution of attack infrastructures, but also to the identities of their users. For example, attribution of many Chinese and Russian intelligence officers that ended up on the FBI Cyber’s Most Wanted list was made possible by failed Chinese and Russian designs of attack infrastructure for cyberspace operations.

7. Ethical Considerations

The primary ethical issues here are using cloud service provider’s infrastructure for payload deliver, hijacking servers to do the same, and impersonating legitimate actors. Furrow (2005) states that ethics is related to evaluating actions done by those who are capable of being moral agents. The focus can be on the person, intent, motive the act or the impact. The ethical issues are identified by asking four questions: 1) what actions are performed when taking actions to deploy a payload and/or impersonate a legitimate actor; 2) what is the character of the person(s) conducting those actions; 3) what are their intentions; and 4) what are the consequences of the payloads. These questions can be analyzed by applying a set of rules developed by a community of scholars. A set of 5 rules have been developed by a community of scholars to help guide thoughts about computing artifacts which in this case are taken to be the result of the development of attack infrastructure. (Miller, Keith, Moral Responsibility for Computing Artifacts: Five Rules, Version 24). These 5 rules were developed to help guide how technological artifacts should be designed and used. In this analysis attack infrastructure for offensive cyberspace operations are taken to fall into this category. In order to apply the 5 rules we assume that attack infrastructure for offensive cyberspace operations, and associated technologies and artifacts, are all sophisticated technological artifacts.

The first rule states, “The people who design, develop, or deploy a computing artifact are morally responsible for that artifact, and for the foreseeable effects of that artifact. This responsibility is shared with other people who design, develop, deploy or knowingly use the artifact as part of a sociotechnical system.” The application of this rule would be that the creators of the applications of the technologies related to attack infrastructure for offensive cyberspace operations need to be aware of the impact of their operations on users and that users
should be aware of the impact of attack infrastructure technology and they are responsible for employing attack infrastructure technology in a socially responsible way.

The second rule of the 5 states, “The shared responsibility of computing artifacts is not a zero-sum game. The responsibility of an individual is not reduced simply because more people become involved in designing, developing, deploying or using the artifact. Instead, a person’s responsibility includes being answerable for the behaviors of the artifact and for the artifact’s effects after deployment, to the degree to which these effects are reasonably foreseeable by that person.” This second rule would state that those engaged in the development of artifacts employing attack infrastructure for offensive cyberspace operations should be responsible for the creation of this infrastructure and for what the application of this technology can accomplish, as well as for the social impact of the attack infrastructure employed for offensive cyberspace operations.

The fifth rule of the 5 rules is, “People who design, develop, deploy, promote, or evaluate a computing artifact ‘such as attack infrastructure for offensive cyberspace operations’ should not explicitly or implicitly deceive users about the artifact or its foreseeable effects, or about the sociotechnical systems in which the artifact is embedded.” One application of this rule would be that the designers of attack infrastructure should make it transparent to users and to members of society how applications have a social impact. It needs to be made clear to stakeholders how attack infrastructure is being used, and designers should provide a simplistic way for users to understand how the technology works. The purpose is to guide thoughts on attack infrastructure for offensive cyberspace operations and how these activities affect sociotechnical systems attacked by offensive cyber operations.

The conclusions that can be drawn from this ethical analysis are that 1) the organized group conducting offensive operations are doing so under the orders given by the policy level in a nation state. Rule-based nation states adhere to International law and the law of armed conflict. Next, 2) the character of personnel conducting those actions fit within a nation state’s predetermined set of criteria, excluding those who do not fit. Then 3), the intentions are those of the nation state. Finally, 4) the consequences of the payloads are those which have gone through a thorough internal national review. The biggest challenge is rule five, and deception. However, as mentioned above, the nation state directs the developer, and if this conflicts with the developer’s own moral compass, the developer is replaced.

8. Policy Recommendations

The conclusions of the ethical considerations form the basis of anticipatory ethical considerations/policy. It is anticipated that designing attack infrastructure for offensive operations require major collection efforts on human targets, on the target’s information systems, and infrastructure. Next, the organized group should demonstrate to policy makers how infrastructure is designed to increase their knowledge so they get more comfortable on this supports offensive operations.

9. Conclusions

The answer to the research question of ‘what design considerations should be taken when designing attack infrastructure for offensive operations?’ is noted in the framework development section. The ethical considerations are that developers and designers are morally responsible for the computer artefacts they generate, and their consequences. However, rule-based nation states adhere to international law and the law of armed conflicts. Therefore, people in the organized group that are designing attack infrastructure and developing payloads have legal support and policy support. The challenge is nation states who do not adhere to international law, the law of armed conflict, and employ proxies like cyber criminals, or patriotic hackers. Future research could include to develop an attack infrastructure in a virtual environment separated from the Internet. The environment can be used to train operators in the organized group, but also develop tools, tactics, techniques and procedures.
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